Abstract-In this study, non-linear dimension reduction methods were applied to ECG signals and success of such dimension reduction techniques for the classification and segmentation of ECG signals were discussed. Also, segmentation of data through neighbourhood feature extraction (NFE) method were enabled by transiting from high dimensioned space to low dimension space by considering the longitudinal combination of ECG signals. Results classification results of NFE algorithm performed through longitudinal combination and as a newly developed method were compared with classification results of ECG signals obtained through dimension reduction by taking one pixel. Results of NFE dimension reduction technique performed by considering the neighbour pixels, advantage of effect on segmentation of ECG signals were presented at empirical results section and the success of suggested method was indicated. Results obtained by performed study are promising for the studies to be conducted in further period.
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I. INTRODUCTION
LECTROCARDIOGRAM (ECG) means electrical signs, which show how the heart works in the human body and also show heart motions. Cardiac diseases arisen depending on cardiac arrhythmias, and cardiologic disorders and anomalies occurred in heart are diagnosed by ECG signals. Therefore, it is very important today that ECG signals can be analyzed properly [1] .
Today most people die depending on cardiac diseases. Therefore, attention must be paid to heart health. ECG records any changes in the electrical signs generated in the heart and dispersing to all body and tries to diagnose any disorders occurred in the heart. ECG shows briefly the heartbeat and is used commonly in signal processing [2] .
Most studies are conducted on classification of ECG signals. But, in the studies, it is not ensured exactly that ECG signals may be understood quickly and interpreted properly. The new method developed together with this study is applied successfully to all dimension reduction techniques. Furthermore, success to classify any ECG signals is increased and it is endeavored to guide any studies to be conducted in other biomedical fields as well.
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In the study, firstly a stripe selection and feature extraction are conducted for dimension reduction. In this study, it is endeavored to conduct a classification by the instructional methods and by utilizing the feature extraction in ECG data and using the class labels. There are most methods to conduct the feature extraction. Of these methods, the oldest and most known linear technique is PCA [3] . But, the linear techniques are not sufficient to obtain any information. Any non-linear techniques are required to classify any complex data. To that end, most nonlinear techniques are used recently. In our study, the nonlinear techniques, which keep the local properties such as Kernel PCA, Isomap, etc., are used for our existing dataset as well as the non-linear feature extraction techniques, which keep the global properties such as such as Laplacian Eigenmaps, etc. Furthermore, the linear extraction techniques such as PCA and LDA are also used to compare the classification success with the non-linear techniques [4] .
Secondly, we discuss 5, 10, 15, 20 and 50 extensional neighborhoods for our dataset generated by us by these feature extraction methods and try to classify ECG data [5] . In ECG data, each data is stated as a sample point. This example point is called "pixel." The vectors generated for these pixels are valid for all stripes and have a particular value. If class of a pixel is certain, class of the pixel immediately adjacent to that pixel is the same as that pixel and this adjacent pixel shows the extensional neighborhood. nxn neighbor around this extensional neighborhood is taken for ECG signal as ECG signal is trained. Proximity of the extensional neighborhood between two points is measured by Euclidean distance. Two close data points are similar in extensional neighborhoods and the likelihood that these points are in the same class is high. For nxn neighbor, similarity reduces as distance increases.
II. METHOD
A large amount of data is dealt with in the real world. Therefore, much more memories and calculations are required to classify data properly. Data is used efficiently as data reduction and cost is reduced. To conduct this transaction without any data loss, the dimension reduction methods are required to ensure the dimension reduction and to reduce number of stripes. The feature extraction constitutes a very important step in processing the high dimensional data. The feature extraction is conducted by the linear or nonlinear methods on the stripes. In this study, firstly the feature extraction is conducted to perform an instructional study, to increase the classification success and to reduce the transaction cost by using the class information.
Classification of ECG Signals By the Neighborhood Feature Extraction Method C.Bakir E Signatures are taken that provide any particular properties primarily to process all data. These spectral signatures are identified as ones that represent the spectral distribution in the best way as much as possible. The techniques of nonlinear feature extraction are applied to these spectral signatures instead of all data. The existing dataset is obtained by the dimension reduction techniques used in the study by extracting 5-and 10-dimensional vectors. Furthermore, RBF and kNN interpolation is used to instruct all dataset. The dataset reduced by RBF is learnt by an artificial plexus and it is moved from each spectral signature from a low dimensional space by using a network structure. RBF is formed by linkages between neurons. At the education stage, weights of the neurons are updates by examining inputs and outputs. This transaction continues until the error rate will be minimum [6] . In kNN interpolation method, k is found depending on the nearest samples. The nearest neighborhood of the data normalized in kNN interpolation is found and weights are calculated [7] . In this method, the spectral signatures and distances of each pixel in EKG data are found. Then, the value of k=9 is selected and the nonlinear dimension reduction methods of the spectral signature k nearest to the pixel with a dimension to be reduced are found and the feature vectors are obtained. Here, the purpose is to find the nearest intermediate assessment to be obtained by the nonlinear projection methods. This method is applied to all spectral signatures and the dimension is reduced.
A. Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is most popular orthogonal linear transformation. PCA is an illustration of the data having the biggest variance in the low dimensional space. High variance features are prepared with respect to low variance. M linear mapping of samples of X data matrix is founded that increases the cost function, calculating the covariance matrix. It gives the eigenvectors corresponding to the biggest eigenvalue. PCA uses the Euclidean distance between the data points and . PCA transformation is shown as µ T =X T W. W shows the orthogonal matrix; µ T shows the linear transformation, and W shows the eigenvectors corresponding to the covariance matrix [8] .
PCA is a linear illustration of the data. The data is separated by PCA as shown in Equation 1 [8] .
B. Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA)
PCA states a high variety of data by a minimum number of components. But, these components never require best variety to classify them differently to ensure highest separation. To classify the data properly together with LDA, highest separation between different classes of data is ensured. It finds the dimension reduction required to provide this separation, calculating the covariance matrix. Total covariance matrix is calculated, utilizing the covariance matrix within the classes (SW) and the covariance matrix between the classes (SB) [1] .
ST = SW + SB
(2)
C. Kernel Principal Component Analysis (KPCA)
KPCA is an expanded version of PCA method. But, KPCA is a nonlinear technique, which improves the linear techniques, while PCA is a linear method. Dimension of the data is reduced, using the Kernel matrix. The K kernel matrix is calculated, using the data points and as =K( , ). Centers and d vectors are found, changing inputs of the K kernel matrix. Thus, the data is transferred by means of KPCA to a higher dimensional space according to PCA dimension reduction technique. In KPCA, the important thing is to select the kernel function. Kernel function may be a linear kernel, Gauss kernel and polynomial kernel. In the studies conducted in the literature, KPCA provides fairly successful results in face recognition and speech recognition [9, 10] .
D. Isomap
Isomap is a low dimensional embedding method, which is used in multi-dimensional scaling algorithms on a weighted graphic and uses a geodesic distance instead of an Euclidean distance. The geodesic distance is the shortest distance and to find this distance, neighborhoods between all data points must be found. The geodesic distance data points are calculated by ((i=1,2,.......,n) in the neighbor graphic. Furthermore, it is also important to select a neighborhood parameter in Isomap. The linkage in each data point is known as the nearest Euclidean distance in a high dimensional space. The nearest distance between two points is calculated by the Dijkstra algorithm [11] .
E. Laplacian Eigenmaps
It ensures that the data is transferred to a low dimensional space, keeping its manifold local properties. The Laplacian method firstly composes the G graphic in conjunction with its nearest neighborhood k and selects a weight. For the data points xi and xi, the edge weights are calculated by Gauss. In the cost function in illustration in a yi low dimensional space, the weights wi depend on short distances between the data points xi and xj . Thus, yi and yj minimize the cost function by the spectral graphic theory. M degree matrix is stated as W diagonal matrix in L laplacian graphic. Self-separation of the Laplacian graphic is conducted and a low dimensional embedding is created [12] .
III. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY AND RESULTS
In this study, PTB (Physikalish-Techniseche Bundesantalt) ECG dataset is used. This dataset is generated by taking 549 ECG signals by the German National Metrology Institute from 289 people. 9 different diagnoses are made on the patients depending on heart diseases. Furthermore, each entry contains 15 signals measured simultaneously. Each signal is digitalized approximately by 1000 samples per second [13] . The results obtained by kNN interpolation for dimensions 5 and 10 are shown in Table 2 , while the classification results obtained by RBF for dimensions 5 and 10 are shown in Table  1 . In Table 3 , the results of classification done by RBF in NFE technique and suggested by ensuring the extensional combination for dimension 5 are shown, and in Table 4 , the results of classification done for dimension 10 are shown. In Table 5 , the results of classification done by kNN interpolation in NFE technique and suggested by ensuring the extensional combination for dimension 5 are shown, and in Table 6 , the results of classification done for dimension 10 are shown. In the study conducted in Table 1 and Table 2 , it is observed that the suggested method increases the classification success considerably based on the results suggested in Tables 3, 4 , 5 and 6. Especially the neighborhood value 15 has highest classification success. But, a considerable increase in neighborhood reduces the classification success. It is observed that NFE technique increase the success in classification of ECG signals more than 10% in both classification algorithms.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this study, non-linear dimension reduction methods were applied to ECG signals. Also, segmentation of data through neighbourhood feature extraction (NFE) method by transiting from high dimensioned space to low dimension space by considering the spatial combination of ECG signals with results classification of traditional nonlinear feature extraction were compared. In this study, an extensional combination is provided and advantages of the dimension reduction on classification are submitted. Success of NFE technique suggested in this study on classification of ECG signals is shown. In any studies to be done in the future, it shall be ensured that NFE technique shall be improved further and applied in different practice fields.
